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ABSTRACT 

A robotic wheelchair system must be able to navigate outdoors as well as indoors.  This paper describes the outdoor 
navigation system for our robotic wheelchair, Wheelesley, which uses a vision system to avoid obstacles and to stay 
centered on the current path.  User tests were performed on 7 able-bodied subjects using single switch scanning on an 
outdoor course.  The outdoor navigation system reduced user effort by 74% and reduced the time needed to navigate the 
test course by 20%. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 The goal of this research is to provide people unable to drive a standard powered wheelchair 
with a mobility device that does not require the assistance of a caregiver.  Robotic wheelchairs must 
be able to navigate in indoor and outdoor environments.  A survey of powered and manual 
wheelchair users found that 56.6% used their wheelchair only outside, 33.3% used their wheelchair 
both inside and outside, and 10% used their wheelchair only inside [1].  Most prior work on robotic 
wheelchairs has only addressed the problem of indoor navigation. 
 This research project has developed a robotic wheelchair system that provides navigation 
assistance in indoor and outdoor environments, allowing its user to drive more easily and efficiently.  
Acoustic and vision based sensors are used to provide assistance.  The wheelchair system is semi-
autonomous, which takes advantage of the intelligence of the chair’s user by allowing the user to plan 
the general route while taking over lower level control such as obstacle avoidance and centering on a 
path.  The developed system has an easily customizable user interface that has been tested with eye 
tracking and with single switch scanning.  This paper addresses the development and testing of the 
outdoor navigation system; for a full report on the wheelchair system, see [2]. 
 
RESEARCH QUESTION 
 Can assisted navigation in an outdoor environment improve driving performance when using 
single switch scanning as an access method? 
 
METHODS 

 Sensors used in indoor environments, such as sonar and infrared, are not very effective in 
outdoor environments. Assistive navigation in an outdoor environment is accomplished using 
computer vision.  We use a STH-V1 Stereo Head from Videre Designs mounted on the front of the 
wheelchair’s tray to capture images of the world in front of the wheelchair.  Disparities of points1 in 
the image are used to compute obstacle boundaries for obstacle avoidance.  The navigation system 
also computes the location of the edges of the current path to provide path following. Obstacle 
avoidance takes priority over path following.  The robot will only follow the command of the path 
following module if there are no obstacles detected. 
 To detect obstacles, the disparity image is scanned horizontally and vertically, looking for 
changes in disparity between adjacent points that exceed a specified threshold, indicating a likely 

                                                           
1 Disparity measures the difference of the location of a point in the left and the right image of a stereo pair.  Disparity is 
greater for closer objects and smaller for objects in the distance.  You can experience this by looking ahead at a scene 
with some close and some far obstacles.  Alternate closing your left and right eyes.  Close objects will appear to move 
more from one image to the next  than far objects do. 
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obstacle.  Since disparities can not be computed for every point of the image, we consider points on 
either side of one or more uncomputed pixels to be adjacent.  When there is a large enough change in 
disparity between two adjacent pixels, we mark the obstacle boundary at the location of the larger of 
the two disparities, which corresponds to the closer point, assuming that the closer point is the 
obstacle.  Figure 1 shows the computation of obstacle boundaries for two scenes. 
 

       
             (a)   (b)      (c)       (d)        (e)                  (f) 

Figure 1: Obstacle detection for approaching a lamppost and approaching an open stairway.   (a, d): Left image of the 
stereo pair.  (b, e): Computed disparity map.  (c, f): Computed obstacle boundary points. 
 

 For obstacle avoidance, we assume that obstacles in the middle of the sidewalk are likely to be 
moving (e.g., people, animals, or bikes).  Objects moving toward the wheelchair will move around 
the chair, and objects moving away from the chair will move faster than the chair is traveling.  Given 
these assumptions, the behavior for dealing with obstacles is to slow if obstacles appear in the far 
center region (1.5 to 3 meters from the wheelchair) and to stop if obstacles appear in the close center 
region (.6 to 1.5 meters from the wheelchair). 

 

      
            (a)                  (b)       (c)                 (d)      (e)         (f) 

Figure 2: Path detection.  (a) Left image of the stereo pair.  (b) Image after median filtering.  (c)  Edge points found using 
intensity gradient.  (d) Edge points remaining after filtering out points with too few neighbors.  (e) Edge points minus the 
points in the horizon region; we are only trying to find lines for the local path.  (f) Computed lines displayed on top of the 
points from (d). 
 

 To follow a sidewalk, we designed a local path detector.  We assume that the current path (e.g., 
sidewalk or crosswalk) is locally straight.  To find the edges of this path, the system finds the edge 
points in the image using the intensity gradient and filtering, then fits a line to the edge points on the 
left half of the image and a line to the right half of the image.  Figure 2 shows a video frame and the 
results of each progressive processing step.  

The left and right lines computed by the local path detector are used to follow sidewalks.  After 
each frame is processed, the system computes the percentage of points that fall within 1.5 pixels of 
the computed line.  A line with a higher percentage of points on it should be the better fit for the data, 
implying that the most salient edge has been found.  This edge is usually the edge of the sidewalk.  In 
addition to selecting based upon this criterion, we also require that the set of edge points contain at 
least 8 points.  From smaller numbers, it is likely that only noise points are included in the edge set. 

 The system judges whether it should drive straight, left or right based upon the slope and the 
intercept of the selected line.  Many videos of driving on sidewalks were taken to determine the 
normal range of slopes and intercepts for driving straight.  More videos were taken with what would 
be considered poor driving, including going to the edges of curbs.  The observed data was used to 
define normal ranges for the system.  The current values are then passed through the function to 
determine whether a turn is warranted.  
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 An experiment to test the performance of subjects under robotic assisted control and under standard manual control 
was undertaken to determine if robotic assistance improved driving performance using single switch scanning as an 
access method.  The outdoor user tests followed the same protocol as indoor user tests described in [3].  There were 7 
able-bodied test subjects, 3 men and 4 women, ranging in age from  24 to 31.  Each subject ran the test course four times, 
twice under each control method.  The test course was a sidewalk on MIT’s main campus that includes a curve to the left 
and to the right.  Obstacles were not placed on the sidewalk; people walking on the sidewalks were natural obstacles that 
the navigation system (robotic control) or subject (manual control) needed to avoid.  The test course was 35 meters long. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Manual Robotic  
First run Second Run First run Second run 

Number of clicks 44.6  (6.5) 35.7 (10.5) 12.3 (5.9) 8.9  (8.9)
Scanning time (sec) 64.2  (23.4) 45.0 (11.2) 26.3 (12.4) 14.2  (15.6)
Moving time (sec) 170.2  (14.5) 168.1 (19.3) 155.1 (13.9) 161.7  (16.3)
Total time (sec) 234.5  (25.5) 213.1 (31.9) 181.4 (26.6) 175.9  (28.4)

 
Table 1:  Results of the outdoor user tests.  The first number is the average and the second is the standard deviation. 
 

 Results of the outdoor tests are given in Table 1.  Robotic assisted control resulted in a 74% 
reduction in driving effort, as measured by the number of clicks required to drive the test course.  
Subjects use fewer clicks on the second manual run than the first manual run, as we also found with 
our indoor user tests.  We had one subject run manually on the indoor course for 10 runs to see how 
much learning could reduce the number of clicks.  We found that after 5 runs, the results reached a 
plateau that did not approach the average number of clicks required for robotic runs. 

When fewer commands are issued, less time is spent scanning.  This reduction is scanning time 
leads to a 20% reduction in time needed to traverse the test course under robotic assisted control. 
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